Using foam sticks in sports competitions as a complementary element of aikido training and a form of collision avoidance skill development
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Abstract

Background and Study Aim: The expansion of martial art popularity is attained through practicing different forms of sport rivalry. The cognitive goals of the paper include, on one hand, presenting opinions on aikido in persons who withdrew from this self-defence arts training and, on the other hand, presenting opinions on the rivalry using foam sticks, expressed by persons with such experience acquired during academic classes based on martial arts. The applicative goal of the paper involves recommendations of rivalry using foam sticks, aimed at skill development and collision avoidance, being at the same time an attractive form of conventional aikido training enrichment.

Material & Methods: Two groups of participants with different experience in martial arts were studied. Group A included 32 randomly assigned males who systematically practiced aikido within minimum 2 years (they trained about 3.5 years), presently non-training. Their mean age was 32.3 years. Group B included 38 physical education students whose mean age was 24.6 years. The selected students participated in sport rivalry using foam sticks that was part of the classes dedicated to martial arts according to the program of physical education studies.

Results: The former aikido trainees emphasize: the health benefits of such workout performance (72% of the respondents), an opportunity to acquire safe falling skills (69%); mental relaxation after training sessions (66%) and self-defence skill development (25%). Among the physical education students who participated in sport competition using foam sticks, 87% postulated introduction of this form of rivalry during martial arts sessions. They explained their choice by the attractiveness of this form of rivalry, stimulating for increased physical activity and enabling self-assessment of movement velocity.

Conclusions: The use of foam sticks as a form of sports competition can improve speed and motor coordination in the execution of aikido techniques. Adopting this form of competition can help to reduce the number of people giving up training in martial arts. This rivalry can be an alternative to martial arts sports, which can put the fighter’s health at risk. A fight with foam sticks can improve the ability to avoid both bumps and collisions with specific objects and is an attractive form of competition, essential for motor safety improvement both in trainees and coaches.
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INTRODUCTION

The expansion of martial art popularity is attained through practicing different forms of sport rivalry. Judo is an example of such martial arts. Professor Ewaryst Jaskólski, the researcher dedicated to the development of judo in Poland [1], believed that involvement in sport rivalry would contribute to the development of specific martial arts. He appreciated the benefits of aikido for e.g. health and education. He emphasized, however, that the lack of sport rivalry in aikido may result in some imperfection from the point of view of non-sporting confrontations such as forced self-defence [2]. According to Professor, only rivalry in sports enables practical verification of the effectiveness of training methods.

Aikido is a martial art, defensive in character (some experts believe it is a self-defence art [3-5]) and the effectiveness of specific technical performance can be explained by taking advantage of mechanics principles by a defender [6]. Favourable effects of the acquired knowledge of mechanics on correctness of technique performance have been noted during slowed attacks [4]. Some papers report that using an adequate rotational training device may advance the acquisition of aikido techniques if forms of attack are strictly defined [5]. Obviously, the sole understanding of mechanics rules applied in the process of self-defence is not sufficient to win if the opponent uses different attacking techniques and shifts from one technique to another. In the training process, it is essential to achieve a high level of specific motor skills. Speed and motor coordination seem to be of particular importance in such cases. A desired speed will be obtained if a competitor assumes a proper body posture during movement performance.

Jigoro Kano, the creator of judo has noticed that judo competitors tend to assume body positions which are not always successful when the opponent uses different attack techniques [6]. These forms include techniques which are not predicted in sport rivalry, e.g. some types of blows. In the latest years of his life, Jigoro Kano maintained that, apart from sports rivalry, judo competitors should train kendo to develop their defensive skills to protect themselves against various types of attack [7]. The author shares this viewpoint in relation to aikido practice; however, he believes that his proposed tailored technique using foam sticks (see glossary) is the desired form of skill development.

There are no scientific reports on the application of foam sticks in aikido. Conversely, the wooden "jo" sticks and a wooden "boken" sword are applied in this martial art [8,9]. There are not used, however, in sports rivalry.

Due to his numerous contacts with different martial arts instructors, the author has acquired a substantial body of knowledge on aikido techniques including using foam sticks to make the training more attractive, especially during sessions with children. The *aikido* art originating from the Philippines is based on sports rivalry using most often one stick only, usually made of wood [10]. In this paper, the author suggests using two foam sticks, enabling a wider application of the fighting technique, both on the left and the right side of the body. The proposed rivalry does not only serve skill development to hurt the rival using a hard, heavy stick. Its main goal is to develop such a form of rivalry that would allow the development of speed and movement habits which are useful during aikido technique performance. Moreover, it would enable development of a so-called rival detection capability [11] which is particularly important while performing fake (preparatory) movements, masking the main attack. Using the above mentioned techniques would allow practitioners to avoid being hit, which is important both in aikido and other sport disciplines and, during their everyday physical activities it would allow them to avoid collisions with moving objects (thrown objects, vehicles, etc.).

The cognitive goals of the paper include, on one hand, presenting opinions on aikido in persons who withdrew from this self-defence arts training and, on the other hand, presenting opinions on the rivalry using foam sticks, expressed by persons with such experience acquired during academic classes based on martial arts. The applicable goal of the paper involves recommendations of rivalry using foam sticks, aimed at skill development and collision avoidance, being at the same time an attractive form of conventional aikido training enrichment.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants

Two groups of participants with different experience in martial arts were studied. Group A included 32 randomly assigned males who
systematically practiced aikido within minimum 2 years, presently non-training. They trained about 3.5 years and their mean age was 32.3 years. Group B included 38 physical education students whose mean age was 24.6 years. The selected students participated in sport rivalry using foam sticks that was part of the classes dedicated to martial arts according to the program of physical education studies.

STUDY DESIGN
The male participants from group A, expressed their opinions on aikido in the anonymous survey. B group students, in turn, expressed their opinions on the applied rivalry using foam sticks in anonymous surveys. The study was conducted in 2018 and 2019.

The theses and description of rivalry using foam sticks
In order to develop self-defence habits in the practitioners during rivalry using foam sticks, hitting in the upper limbs with a foam stick was allowed. The introduction of this approach was based on the fact that, in self-defence, practitioners use adequate protection and blockades with the lower limbs, depending on risk level.

Rules of rivalry using foam sticks
1. 50 cm long foam sticks and head protection (helmets with eye shield) are used in rivalry (Figures 1 and 2).

2. Foam sticks are stiff yet light, most often made of the so-called pool noodles, bound with a tape. It is impossible to be hurt with such sticks if the competitors wear protective helmets during the fight.

3. The competitors train in tight clothes so as to check easily whether their body has been hit. They wear soft sport shoes or train barefoot. The fighting arena has a rectangular shape of 6m x 6m dimensions.

4. The fight is controlled by the head referee with the aid of two assistant referees.

5. The fight is interrupted at “stop” command and ends at “end” command.

6. The fight is won after gaining 15 points by one competitor.

7. Blows are analysed for scoring when the stick lands on the competitor’s body. The point is not awarded if an upper limb is struck.

8. Awarding a point does not depend on which body segment has been struck.

9. Points for blows are awarded if a competitor withdraws after a strike, making a quick counterattack impossible.

10. The point for a blow is not awarded if the opponent strikes or is going to strike at the same time.

11. Exchange of strikes may be interrupted by the referee if no point is awarded. It is understood as rivalry with no attempts to withdraw after a strike.

12. Crossing the fighting arena line with the entire foot results in fight interruption. If a competitor crosses the line thrice, the opponent is awarded a point. If the competitor commits this error while hitting the opponent, a point is not awarded, but the opponent can still gain it.

13. Points are awarded for striking in every position, even in case of balance loss.

14. If a fighter loses the stick and the stick poses a threat for the competitors, the referee interrupts a fight and takes the stick off the fighting arena. The competitor who has lost the stick fights with one stick only until one of the competitors gets a point.

15. In case of problems with awarding a point for a successful blow, the main referee can decide not to award a point.

16. A competitor may signal getting a point during a fight, however, only the referee decides whether to terminate the fight or not.

17. The head referee can disqualify the competitor after striking the opponent with a part of the body, not with a stick. In such cases, the opponent wins.

18. When a competitor is unable to continue fighting, he loses the fight.

19. In cases of contusions there is a temporary break after which the head referee decides whether the competitor who has sustained contusion is able to continue fight or not.
It is also possible to develop motor habits for defence against being hit with an object which can cause a severe body damage, e.g. a baseball bat or a sword. In such a case, scoring for hitting in the upper limbs can be considered in the competition.

RESULTS

Questionnaire
The former aikido trainees emphasize: the health benefits of such workout performance (72% of the respondents), an opportunity to acquire safe falling skills (69%); mental relaxation after training sessions (66%) and self-defence skill development (25%). The most often mentioned negative opinions include: lack of sport competition forms (69%); the respondents are not convinced that the acquired self-defence techniques are effective (59%), pain during wristlock (25%).

Among the physical education students who participated in sport competition using foam sticks, 87% postulated introduction of this form of rivalry during martial arts sessions. They explained their choice by the attractiveness of this form of rivalry, stimulating for increased physical activity and enabling self-assessment of movement velocity.

Recommendation of rivalry using foam sticks, based on biomechanical aspects
During the execution of an aikido self-defence technique [4] it is important to apply appropriate principles of self-defence [3]. An early reaction to an attack is moving away from the line of attack in order to avoid it. It is often accompanied...
by a movement of the upper limbs in order to parry the blow or grab the attacking body part. This part of defence requires considerable quickness. It is difficult especially when a right-hand attack is preceded by a left-hand feint. In such a situation an all too early body movement will result in the attacker’s success. Following the first, appropriate reaction to the attack, the person attacked should make an offensive body movement as preparation for the execution of an aikido technique – very quickly, so as to prevent the attacker from executing an offensive technique. Therefore, the defending person has to make both defensive and offensive movements. From a biomechanical point of view, to achieve this, body weight must be evenly distributed between the feet when predicting an attack. Bending forward too much should be avoided – the projection of the centre of gravity should be contained within the area between the feet. Too much of a bend only enables moving forward or backward (Figure 1). When moving, the no-feet-on-the-ground intervals should be kept to a minimum. When the feet are off the ground for a long while it is impossible to change position rapidly in response to an attack. Every change of direction requires application of Newton’s third law of motion. The force of action against the ground results in a reaction causing acceleration.

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the results of the anonymous questionnaire, we can conclude that most of the students accept the suggested use of foam sticks in sports rivalry as a complementary element of aikido training. The results obtained from the survey indicate that the lack of rivalry was an important factor contributing to giving up further practice. We can thus assume that fight with foam sticks could make aikido training more attractive.

It is difficult to check whether the self-defending competitor’s speed of movements is sufficient to perform aikido techniques. While performing aikido techniques, the competitors don’t use gloves or protectors, which contributes to limitation of attack techniques for safety reasons. At the same time, wearing gloves by the fighters would limit using the preferred wristlock aikido technique [4]. Presentation of movement speed, necessary for executing this technique, to aikido beginners would be an important element of aikido training. Such an approach is possible only in sports rivalry. A coach can show the beginner trainees what errors they commit. At the same time, the coach’s answer to the frequently asked question: “is this technique applicable?” may be: “certainly, it is possible with adequate speed”. Besides, the coach can show how to perform individual elements of the technique by dropping the sticks during rivalry (Figure 2).

According to the author of this paper, rivalry using foam sticks could be an important contribution to solving some dilemmas indicated by the surveyed students, e.g. whether the rivals move with an adequate speed enabling an optimal application of aikido techniques during fight training and in self-defence forced by specific circumstances.

Acceptance of the proposed rivalry would probably enable verification of some movement forms applied in aikido, based on excessively wide distance between the competitor’s feet. The author believes that such forms combined with excessively wide rotational movements reduce the opportunity of effective self-defence. The recently preferred forms of sport rivalry, based on combat sports entail the risk of numerous body injuries. This phenomenon is highlighted both by physicians [12] and martial arts experts who definitely refrain from neogladiatorship [13]. The forms of rivalry proposed in this paper, ensuring the trainee’s safety and increasing the opportunity for defence under a real threat are the response to the aforementioned pathological actions.

The speed of movement in aikido results from an adequate use of pelvic girdle muscles [14]. The author maintains that the presented form of rivalry may be applied both in aikido and martial arts with similar movement structures [15]. It can be also used to develop speed and movement coordination in some sport disciplines and physical activities such as dancing.

There is evidence that aikido training can improve hip joint mobility in children [14] as well as pelvic alignment in the frontal plane [16]. According to the author, rivalry using foam sticks, based on aikido movement rules may enhance such health-related effects. Therefore, such research is justified. Moreover, orthopaedists say that, in case of less advanced degenerative changes in hip joints, maintaining the range of movements and improvement of muscle strength in most of the patients contribute to pain alleviation [17].
Besides, the suggested sport rivalry may be treated as a useful method allowing development of the skill of avoiding being hit and collision with various objects. The acquired motor habits would be particularly useful when avoiding collisions with large sword fighting objects. In such cases, ducking to avoid being hit, like in boxing, may be insufficient. In this form, habits are acquired based on various forms of attack, e.g. thrust in fencing or cutting in sword fighting. It has been found that training in martial arts with adequate movements may result in acquisition of high-level skills involving avoidance of collision with various objects, which is maintained even in older age [18]. The proposed form of rivalry may be also applied during training sessions with children to develop their skills of avoiding hitting and collisions with different objects. It may be a complementary approach for fun forms of martial arts regardless the trainee’s age [19, 20].

We should not regard the suggested form of fight using foam sticks as an applicable approach from the point of view of methodology. Most probably, it will be modified for a wide range of sports competitions. The perspective of research enabling verification of the hypotheses based on the already accepted theses related to biomechanical rules or using a proper equipment is feasible.

Fight with foam sticks is important for motor safety improvement, both in trainees and coaches [21]. Such rivalry provides information that may be regarded as indicators subjected to direct observation, e.g. whether a trainee moves with adequate speed to easily perform aikido technique. At the same time, during rivalry, the trainees receive feedback informing them about their skills of avoiding blows and collisions with specific objects. Under such circumstances, it is easier for a coach to make the trainee aware of the techniques focused on improvement of these skills [22].

The subject matter of this article falls within the scope of agonology or the theory of fighting, which is an interdisciplinary field [23]. Given the presented perspectives of rivalry development using foam sticks, such procedures may be part of the main agonology mission in its prophylactic and therapeutic aspects and in health problem prevention [24, 25].

CONCLUSIONS

The use of foam sticks as a form of sports competition can improve speed and motor coordination in the execution of aikido techniques. Adopting this form of competition can help to reduce the number of people giving up training in martial arts. This rivalry can be an alternative to martial arts sports, which can put the fighter’s health at risk. A fight with foam sticks can improve the ability to avoid both bumps and collisions with specific objects and is an attractive form of competition, essential for motor safety improvement both in trainees and coaches.
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